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Introduction
and WV.Fenchel2have independentlygiven a generalizaC. B. Allendoerfer'
tionof the classical formulaof Gauss-Bonnetto a closed orientableRiemannian
manifoldwhichcan be imbeddedin a euclideanspace. Recently,Allendoerfer
and AndreWeil3extendedthe formulato a closed Riemannianpolyhedronand
proved in particularits validity in the case of a general closed Riemannian
manifold. In theirproofuse is still made of the imbeddingof a Riemannian
cell in a euclideanspace. The object of this paper is to offera directintrinsic
proofof the formulaby makinguse of the theoryof vectorfieldsin differentiable
manifolds.
The underlying
idea ofthepresentproofis verysimple,so thata briefsummary
mightbe helpful. Let R' be a closed orientableRiemannianmanifoldof an
even dimensionn. Accordingto details to be givenbelow, we definein R' an
formU of degreen, whichis of course equal to a
intrinsicexteriordifferential
scalarinvariantofR' multipliedby thevolumeelement. The formulaofGaussformover R' is
Bonnet in questionassertsthat the integralof this differential
equal to the Euler-Poincar6characteristicx of R'. To prove thiswe pass from
the manifoldR' to the manifoldM2,-' of 2n - 1 dimensionsformedby the unit
vectorsofR".4 In M2,-' we show that U is equal to theexteriorderivativeof a
formII of degreen - 1. By defininga continuousfieldof unit vecdifferential
torsover R' withisolated singularpoints,we get, as its image in M2'-', a submanifoldV' of dimensionn, and the integralof U over R' is equal to the same
integralover Vn. The application of the theoremof Stokes shows that the
latteris equal to the integralofII overthe boundaryof Vn. Now, theboundary
of Vn correspondsexactly to the singularpoints of the vectorfielddefinedin
R n, the sum of whose indices is, by a well-knowntheorem,equal to X. With
theintegralof HIovertheboundaryof Vn can be evaluated
suchan interpretation
and is easily proved to be equal to x.
The method canm
of course be applied to derive otherformulasof the same
to deduce the Gauss-Bonnetformulafor
type and, withsuitable modifications,
a Riemannianpolyhedron. We publishthis proof,because it is in the present
case that the main ideas of our methodare most clear. Furtherresultswill be
given in a forthcomingpaper.
?1. R6sume of some fundamentalformulas in Riemannian Geometry
manifold'of an even dimension
Let Rn be a closed orientabledifferentiable
n = 2p and class r > 4. In R? suppose a Riemannianmetricbe defined,with
747
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thefundamentaltensorgij , whosecomponentswe supposeto be ofclass 3. Since
we are to deal with multipleintegrals,it seems convenientto followCartan's
treatmentof Riemannian Geometry,6with the theoryof exteriordifferential
forms,insteadof the ordinarytensoranalysis,playingthe dominantr6le. The
differential
formswhich occur below are exteriordifferential
forms.
Accordingto Cartan we attach to each pointP of R' a set ofn mutuallyperpendicularunit vectorsel, ***, en, with a certain orientation. Such a figure
Pe, ... enis called a frame. A vectorb of the tangentspace ofR' at P can be
referredto the frameat P, thus
b = up,,
(1)
wherethe indexi runsfrom1 to n and repeatedindicesimplysummation. The
law of infinitesimal
displacementof tangentspaces, as definedby the parallelism
of Levi-Civita,is given by equations of the form
(dP = wiej

(2)

dei = wijjej, W;j+ Woj= 0
where wi, wi, are Pfaffianforms. These Pfaffianformssatisfythe following
"equations of structure":
(

{dw = Wj ff
dcij

=

- Wik Wjk +

Ui

Q2ij+ Qif = O.

In (3) Uij are exteriorquadraticdifferential
formsand give the curvatureproperties of the space.
The formsUij satisfya systemof equations obtainedby applyingto (3) the
theoremthat the exteriorderivativesof the left-handmembersare zero. The
equations are
(4)

{

+j CRjkw2=

4Qi=O
dQ4j -

Wjkik +=i0Qjk
,2

=

0

=

and are called the Bianchi identities.
For the following
it is usefulto knowhowthe Qii behave whenthe frameel ...
enundergoesa properorthogonaltransformation.In a neighborhoodof P in
whichthe same systemof coordinatesis valid let el ... enbe changedto e* *
e*naccordingto the properorthogonaltransformation:

(5)

e* = a,,ej

or

(5')

e, = aie*

where (ais) is a properorthogonalmatrix,whose elementsaij are functionsof
the coordinates. Suppose U~4be formedfromthe framesPel ... en in the
same way as 12ijare formedfromPei ... en. Then we easily find
(6)

Q.;=

aiajlk.
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From (6) we deduce an immediateconsequence. Let en... ,, be a symbol
whichis equal to + 1 or -1 accordingas it,
,i, forman even or odd permutationof 1, - - *, n, and is otherwisezero. Since our space R' is of even dimensionn = 2p, we can constructthe sum
(7)

i= (-1%)"i

22.

7'p!

tlS2 58;4

E.l*iSP

*2p-liS2p

.

whereeach indexrunsfrom1 to n. Using (6), we see that Q remainsinvariant
intrinsic. This intrinsicdifferential
undera changeof frame(5) and is therefore
formU is of degreen and is thusa multipleof co ... con,. As the latterproduct
(beingthe volume elementof the space) is also intrinsic,we can write
(8)

U = Lot ... co",

wherethe coefficient
I is a scalar invariantof the Riemannianmanifold.
With all thesepreparationswe shall writethe formulaof Gauss-Bonnetin the
followingform
(9)

f

i

=

x being the Euler-Poincar6characteristicof R'.
?2. The space ofunitvectorsand a formulaforf
From the RiemannianmanifoldR' we pass now to the manifoldM2-' of dimension2n - 1 formedby its unit vectors. M2'-l is a closed differentiable
manifoldof class r - 1. As its local coordinateswe may of course take the
local coordinatesof R' and the componentsui of the vectorb in (1), subjected
to the condition
(1')

uu;=

1.

If Oiare the componentsof dt withrespectto the frameel **- e*, we have
(10)

do = Ojej

where
(11)

0, = du, + uwi

and
(12)

u,0A= 0.

From (11) we get, by differentiation,
(13)

dAO= 0,;w + ujs,.

As to theeffectofa changeofframe(5) on the componentsu,, 0,, it is evidently
givenby the equations
O = a;iij.
u, = aqui,
(14)
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forms:
We now constructthe followingtwo sets of differential
(15)

Ck=

i2pUil

iI.

0i2 .

Qi2p-li2p

2p-2kQi2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2

k = 0, 1, *
(16)

=

*k

2is2

I.i..i2p

ia

,-

19

Qi2p-1i2p

.i2p-2kQi2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2

k = O,1, **,p-1.
The formsAlkare of degree 2p - I and ok of degree 2p, and we remarkthat
fromO onlyby a numericalfactor. Using (6) and (14), we see that
I', differs
4k and *k are intrinsicand are thereforedefinedover the entireRiemannian
manifoldR'.
We shall prove the followingrecurrentrelation:
(17)

=

dk

(k +

-+

k = O,.1, ***,p-1,

k

of the symbol
wherewe defineI-1 = 0. Using the propertyofskew-symmetry
ei... i2p in its indices,we can write
d'Jk =

. . .

((i) d0t

+ (2p

-

2k -

Oi2p-2kf2i2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2

%2p-li2p

., .

0)CM Uild di3

ke(i) Uil Oh2

.i2p-2k

Oi2p-2k*

..

i2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2

dfTi2p.2k+li2p.2k+2,

2p-1i2p

2p-2k+i82p-2k+4

.i2p-1i2p

X

where e(X) is an abbreviation of ei,... 2p. For the derivativesdui, do,, d~ij
we can substitutetheirexpressionsfrom(11), (13), and (4). The resultingexpressionfordtk will thenconsistof termsof two kinds,those involvingahij and
those not. We collectthe termsnot involvingcoxi,whichare
(18)

*k-1

+

(2p

-

2k -

iO3

1)1(E)UjU),Qi2

. . .

0i2p-2k2i2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2

...2p-li2p

with dJtkis an expression
This expressionis obviouslyintrinsic. Its difference
which containsa factorwij in each of its terms.
is zero. In fact,let P be an arbitrarybut
WVeshall show that this difference
fixedpoint of R'. In a neighborhoodof P we can choose a familyof frameE
e ... ensuch that at P,
Wij =

0.

(This processis "equivalent" to the use of geodesiccoordinatesin tensornotation.) Hence, for this particularfamilyof frames,the expressions(18) and
dtk are equal at P. It followsthat theyare identical,sinceboth expressionsare
intrinsicand the point P is arbitrary.
the expression(18) we shall introducethe abbreviations
To transform
(Pk
(19)

=

E(() Utl lUs1 2 058

2k =

((i)

Tk

E(i) U1

=

Ui1 U,

f2i3i2

~li2 i.

.i2p-2k
Gi3

. . .i2pOi-2

Qi 2p-

i2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2
2k

2k~i2p

2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2
2k+1i2p-2k+2

.

..i2p1i2p
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whichare formsof degree 2p. Owing to the relations(1 ) and (12) thereare
In fact,we can write
some simplerelationsbetweenthese formsand w'k.
Pk =

_

e(i)(l

2l

-

-

.

.

.).ili2-i3

=

4Jk

.

i2p-2k;inp-2k+1i2p-2k+2
-

Pk

-

2

-

k-

Qi

p-1i2

1) Tk- 2kPk

whichgives
(20)

=2(k +

Ok

2(p-k-

1)Pk +

1)T

Again,we have
Ok =

C(O)

Uil Uisi2(

Oil

Ui2

uGi2

-i4

*

-i

0i2p

= Tk

-

. . .

2k Oi2p-2k+1i2p-2k+2

Qi2p

1 i 2p

1) 2k,

+

(2k

Ui2pat2p) O4

and hence
Tk = 2(k + 1):2k.

(21)

The expression(18) fordblk thereforebecomes
d4Dk

2(p- k-1)k},

(2p -2k -1){Pk+

= 'Ik-1+

k = 0, 1,

Using (20) and (21), we get the desiredformula(17).
From (17) we can solve Ak in termsof d4o, dbl. *
easily foundto be
(22) 'Pk

-t, kb.

,p-1.

The result is

2m+'(k +1) k... (k-m +1)dk
2k+ 1).. (2p-2k + 2m -1)

k

(2p-2k-1)(2p-

m=0

k=0,1,***,p-1.
that Q is the exteriorderivativeef a formH:
In particular,it follows,

Q=

(23)

(-1)P'

2 1
22s irsp! '4-

=

dil

where
(24)
(24)

H

P-Z-1)m14'

p-

E -l

1.3

...

(2p - 2m - 1)m!2P+m

?3. Proofofthe Gauss-Bonnetformula
Basing on the formula(24) we shall give a proofof the formula(9), underthe
assumptionthat Rn is a closed orientableRiemannianmanifold.
We definein Rn a continuousfield of unit vectorswitha point 0 of Rnas
the only singularpoint.7 By a well-knowntheoremthe index of the fieldat 0
is equal to x, the Euler-Poincarecharacteristicof R . This vectorfielddefines
in M2n-1 a submanifoldVn,whichhas as boundaryxZ, whereZ is the (n - 1)-
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dimensionalcycle formedby all the unit vectorsthrough0. The integralof
0 over R' is evidentlyequal to the same over Vn. ApplyingStokes's theorem,
we get therefore
(25)

f =n
=| n

1.3
..x

(2p-

1)2PLrP

From the definitionof ch we have
(26)

n
c1o= (2p - 1)! E
i=1

(l)

... Oi.ui 6i+j ...
*

The last sum is evidentlythe volumeelementof the (2p
sphere. Therefore
fI

o = (2p -1)!

-

02p

.

1)-dimensional unit

(p2i)!*

Substitutingthisinto (25), we get the formula(9).
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY, PRINCETON, N. J. AND
TSING HUA UNIVERSITY, KUNMING, CHINA.
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